Homework

On Wednesday, go to our lass website. There will be instru tions on
how to submit the homework.
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You will need to have your group number, the a ura y on your test
data, the time it took to train, and a 2 by 2048 matrix with the weights
in the a tivation fun tions for ea h node. The rst row of the matrix
is for the hidden layer that re eives the inputs, and has the form ( rst
weight, rst inter ept, se ond weight, se ond inter ept, ..., 1024th weight,
1024th inter ept). The se ond row has the same pattern for the hidden
layer that produ es the output.
This is an experiment. There has been work that studies how
weights/inter epts hange in deep networks, and I am urious to see if we
an repli ate those ndings.

3. Ba k-Propagation and Training

The idea for training a deep NN
is to optimize its set of hyperparameters

let  = fw ; w ; w ; b ; b ; b g in order to approximate a fun tion of
interest. The quality of the approximation is evaluated using a ost
fun tion J (~x; y; ) su h as mean squared error or KL Divergen e.
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To adjust these hyperparameters, their gradients are al ulated with
respe t to the ost fun tion. Sin e any parti ular wi or bi is related to
the ost fun tion J (~x; y; ) through a fun tion omposition, the hain
rule is used to al ulate partial derivatives. Due to the stru ture of
the network, partial derivatives must be al ulated starting at the
output layer and working re ursively ba kwards in a pro ess known as
ba k-propagation.

Consider the very simple neural network with a single s alar input x, two
hidden layers, a single node at ea h layer, and di erentiable a tivation
fun tions:
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The J ~xy;y  is easily observable (sin e we dire tly observe the output
layer), however the hain rule must be used to nd the partial derivatives
~
x;y 
of ea h J w
or J b~x;y  . In the example above,
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If h ; = (w ; x + w ; x + b ), then Jh~x;y
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On e this has been found, the gradient of the ost fun tion with respe t
to w~ an be al ulated using ba k-propagation through
 J (~
x; y; )
5 J (~x; y; ) = 5 h
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Re all that for a three-dimensional system,
f
f
f
5f (x; y; z) = x (1; 0; 0) + y (0; 1; 0) + z (0; 0; 1):

The gradient at a point gives the dire tion of steepest hange in the
fun tion.
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The General Ba k-Propagation Algorithm treats ea h node in the
omputational graph of a neural network not as s alars, ve tors, or
matri es, but as tensors of appropriate dimensions.
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Tensor al ulus is exa tly the same as ve tor al ulus. We denote the
gradient of output z with respe t to a tensor X as 5Xz . In a sense,
we have attened out the tensor X as a ve tor. Just as a ve tor has
integer indi es and a matrix entry is indexed by its row and olumn, a
3-dimensional tensor has indi es that are triples of integers. If Y = g(X)
and z = f (Y), then the hain rule for the tensor is:
X

5X z =
j

2findex set of Yg

)
5X Yj  z
Y
j

If X = AB and z = f (X) and 5Xz = G then

5Az = GBT
5Bz = AT G

The intuition behind ba k-propagation is not about the rules
of di erentiation. Let u be the input, un be the output, and
u in be the intermediate nodes in a omputation graph. Let
D=f5u un j i = 1; : : : ; ng: The goal is to nd the weights and inter epts
by working ba kwards from un all the way to u , moving (sort of) in the
dire tion of most improvement. The gradients of all parameters are
needed in doing optimization.
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The \sort of" re e ts the fa t that sto hasti gradient des ent takes steps
in the best dire tion at a given point. It does not move ontinuously.

3.1 Some Ba k-Propagation Details

There are many other issues and te hni alities that arise in training a
deep network.
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One ommon pra ti e is to s ale all the inputs to lie between 0 and 1.
Uns aled inputs an slow or destabilize the training. The transformation
is (x min)=(max min).
It is also good to s ale the outputs to lie between 0 and 1. Uns aled
outputs in regression problems an ause exploding gradients, whi h also
ause the training to fail.

S aling the data has the useful property of putting all the weights and
inter epts in the nodes on a ommon footing, so that one an better
assess the important variables that ontribute to the output.
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A diÆ ulty with s aling arises when one applies the trained network to
new data. The new data, when given the same s aling as was used
with the training data, may not lie between 0 and 1. If the overage or
underage is small, that is not a serious problem. If it is large, there an
be an issue.
With some BIG data sets, it may be hard to nd the maximum and the
minimum.
Some people normalize the input and output data by subtra ting the
mean and dividing by the standard deviation, but this makes the strong
assumption that the inputs and outputs have a Gaussian distribution.

Our previous dis ussion of ba k-propagation impli itly assumed that
all of the data were used in training the NN. In pra ti e, that is time
onsuming.
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Re all optimization by oordinate gradient des ent. One y les through
the omponents of the input ve tors, taking the derivative with respe t
to ea h oordinate, and moving to the lo ation on the ost-fun tion
surfa e that minimizes the ost fun tion along that oordinate.
With deep NNs, there are millions of oordinates and often millions of
data points. Gradient des ent is too slow. Instead, one uses sto hasti
gradient des ent (SGD).
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In SGD, one trains with subsamples of the data, alled minibat hes.
(Bat h methods train with all the data, on-line methods train with one
observation at a time, and minibat h methods are the ompromise used
in essentially all deep NN training.)
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The size of the minibat h is determined by several fa tors:
 Large bat hes more a urately estimate the gradient.
 Small bat hes underuse multi ore pro essors.
 For parallel pro essing, memory demands s ale with minibat h size.
 With GPUs, bat h sizes that are powers of 2 are eÆ ient (32 to 256).
 Wilson and Martinez (2003) report that small minibat hes regularize.

The standard approa h is to hoose the data in the minibat hes at
random from the training data. But as a statisti ian, I wonder if it is
smarter to hoose training data that are very dissimilar (at rst) with
respe t to an appropriate metri , and then be oming more similar.
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However, in many datasets, the initial ordering of the data an show
signi ant dependen e (e.g., su essive frames in a movie, digits written
by the same person). Su h dependen e introdu es bias when estimating
the gradient.
The standard approa h is to randomly rearrange the initial data, and
then work with the rearrangement going forward.

The SGD algorithm is:
1. Set a learning rate k .
2. Pi k an initial parameter value of weights and inter epts ~ .
3. For k = 1; : : : ; stopping riterion
 sample a minibat h of size m, (~x ; : : : ; ~x m ) and orresponding
(y ; : : : ; y m )
Pm
 estimate the gradient g^ = m 5~ i J (~x i ; y i ; ~k )
~k k g^.
 update so ~k
1

(1)
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The learning rate determines how mu h the parameter hanges in the
dire tion of the estimated gradient.

Usually, for k between 1 and  , one sets
k = (1

k

) + k 
0

for k = k= . After the  th iteration, it is onstant. But there are
reasons to let the step size go to zero.
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To hoose  ,  and  , one an monitor a plot of the approximate
empiri al ost fun tion against time. Commonly,  is 1% of  and  is
perhaps 300.
0

0

If  is too large, then SGD is unstable and wildly overshoots the true
minimizer and then over orre ts in the next iteration.
0

The number of training iterations is alled the number of epo

hs.

The previous work assumed that the ost fun tion was di erentiable
(whi h requires di erentiable a tivation fun tions). But ReLU and many
other a tivation fun tions are not di erentiable.
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The optimization world has many tri ks for handling non-di erentiable
ost fun tions. Subgradients are one tool. If f : D ! IR is a real-valued
onvex fun tion, then a ve tor ~v 2 IRd is a subgradient at a point x if
for all ~x 2 D one has f (~x) f (~x )  ~v0(~x ~x ).
0
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0

When the ost fun tion is not onvex, other tri ks are available,
espe ially when the ost fun tion is a di eren e of two onvex fun tions
(SCAD, LASSO, and many others). The Di eren e of Convex Fun tions
Algorithm applies.

Another tri k is to use weight de ay. This performs regularization that
improves generalization and thus predi tive a ura y on the test data.
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In weight de ay, after ea h iteration, one multiplies the weights by a
number slightly less than 1. This is very mu h like the ridge regression
penalty on the sum of the squares of the oeÆ ients in the regression. It
is equivalent to in luding a ridge regression penalty on the ost fun tion
Other ompli ations arise from use of 32-bit versus 64-bit oating point
data types. These types of problems are handled almost automati ally
by TensorFlow and PyTor h.

Cost fun tions in deep NNs must be written as averages, and they
depend only on the weights, inter epts, and training data. Quadrati
ost is often used for regression, and is
X

(^yj yj )

2

j
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and often has an additional penalty on the sum of the squares or
absolute values of the weights and inter epts, to shrink them towards
zero.
Similarly, one an have a ost fun tion that re e ts mean absolute error.
This does not weight large dis repan ies as strongly, and it may also have
a penalty term. Other options are Huber loss and SCAD.

If one is doing lassi ation with M ategories, where the empiri al
probability in the training sample for the mth ategory is p^m, one
ommonly uses ross entropy.
M X
X
1

I (^yj

j

orre tly labelled) ln(^p ):
m
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Another standard hoi e is Kullba k-Leibler divergen e, or
X

= 1M p^m ln p^m=qm

m

where qm is the proportion of the minibat h or training sample that is
orre tly lassi ed. (This an be written as an average.)

A omputational graph is a way of representing the steps in a
al ulation. Ea h node in the graph represents a variable (s alar, ve tor,
matrix, tensor, or something more ompli ated).
When a variable y is found by applying an operation to variable x, one
draws a dire ted edge from x to y.
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The omputational graph helps to represent omplex al ulations

Consider an NN with a single hidden layer. We train it with minibat h
SGD. Ea h minibat h is represented by X with labels y.
To simplify things, assume all inter epts are 0. We then ompute the
hidden features as maxf0; XW g (i.e., we use ReLU a tivation).
(1)
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The predi tions of the unnormalized log-probabilities are HW . We
use a ross-entropy operation to ompute the ost between the targets
y and the probability distribution determined by the unnormalized
log-probabilities.
(2)

The ross-entropy de nes the ost, and minimizing it performs maximum
likelihood estimation for the lassi er. But it is good to add a
regularization term with penalty , so the total ost is
J = JM LE + 

X

(W i;j ) + (W i;j )
(1)

(

i;j
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This training is represented in the following omputational graph.
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3.2 Network Ar hite ture

Deeper networks with the same number of units but more layers have
empiri ally been found to often generalize better. This means that the
perform better on test sets.
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This is parti ularly the ase for problems with many abstra tions (su h
as image re ognition) and this o urs be ause the deeper network
an onstru t more omplex fun tions through larger numbers of
ompositions.
Often the most impa tful parameter to tune when training a network is
its depth.
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NB: To train a deeper or larger network suÆ ient amounts of data must

exist to prevent over tting.
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Fig. 6.7 from (Goodfellow et.al 2015) showing that the depth of layers
(represented by the di erent olored lines) has a mu h larger e e t than
in reasing the number of units.
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However, while there are gains to generalization, deeper networks are
harder to train for two reasons:
 The problem is more non- onvex, be ause of a larger number of
onne tions between the layers.
 A deeper network is more likely to experien e the
vanishing/exploding gradient problem when trained with
ba k-propagation.
The apa ity of a lassi er or a regression refers to its exibility in
des ribing a wide range of situations. Too mu h exibility is bad|it
introdu es high varian e but low bias (e.g., 1-nearest neighbor lassi ers).
And too little exibility is also bad|one has small varian e but large
bias (e.g., linear dis riminant analysis).

3.3 Evaluating Model Performan e

To assess model t in omplex, omputer-intensive situations, the ideal
strategy is to hold out a random portion of the data, t a model to the
rest, then use the tted model to predi t the response values from the
values of the explanatory variables in the hold-out sample.
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This allows a straightforward estimate of predi ted mean squared error
(PMSE) for regression, or predi tive lassi ation error, or some similar
t riterion. But this wastes data.
Also, we usually need to ompare ts among many models. If the same
hold-out sample is re-used, then the omparisons are not independent
and (worse) the model sele tion pro ess will tend to hoose a model the
over ts the hold-out sample, ausing spurious optimism.

Cross-validation is a pro edure that balan es the need to use data to
sele t a model and the need to use data to assess predi tion.
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Spe i ally, v-fold ross-validation is as follows:
 randomly divide the sample into v portions;
 for i = 1; : : : ; v, hold out portion i and t the model from the rest of
the data;
 for i = 1; : : : ; v, use the tted model to predi t the hold-out sample;
 average the PMSE over the v di erent ts.
One repeats these steps (in luding the random division of the sample!)
ea h time a new model is assessed.
If v = n, then ross-validation has low bias but possibly high varian e,
and omputation is lengthy. If v is small, say 4, then bias an be large.
A ommon hoi e is 10-fold ross-validation.

Leave-one-out ross-validation takes v = n, and al ulates the predi ted
value for ea h observation using all of the other data. It is almost
unbiased but the varian e an be large, and it is omputationally
expensive.
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Pi king v is tri ky. To minimize mean squared error, one must balan e
the varian e in the estimate against the bias. One strategy is to plot the
error as a fun tion of the size of the training sample|when the urve
levels o , don't in rease v.

Cross-validation is not perfe t|some dependen y remains, and it an
absorb a lot of omputer time. But short uts exist.
For example, in a regression model where the estimated values have
linear dependen e on the observed values, or y^ = Hy, then often
#
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where f^ i(xi) is the leave-one-out ross-validation estimate of f at xi.
This redu es omputational time by requiring only one al ulation of f^.
To avoid al ulating hii, use Generalized Cross-Validation (GCV):
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3.4 Model Complexity

A deep NN on ern is the bias-varian e tradeo (or apa ity ontrol).
One gets the best predi tive performan e if the family of models strikes
the right balan e between the apa ity of the family and a ura y on
the test set.
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Capa ity is the ability of the model to perfe tly t the training sample. If
the family is so exible that it an perform without error on the training
sample, then it is tting noise as well as the signal (i.e., over tting).
A family with too mu h apa ity is like a biologist with perfe t memory,
who when shown a dog, annot identify its spe ies be ause it has a
di erent number of hairs than any dog previously seen. With too little
apa ity, he lassi es everything with four legs as a dog.

Ma hine learning theorists have developed lever ways to set bounds on
the performan e apability of their pro edures.
Suppose one has a training sample f(yi; xi)g and wants to predi t a
future Y value from measured X values. To do this, one hooses a family
of models F = ff (x; )g and uses the training sample to nd a value of
 that gives \good" performan e.
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This stru ture holds in both regression or lassi ation. Here
f (; ) : IRp ! IR, and the family of fun tions (the model F ) is indexed
by  2 .
In multiple linear regression, F onsists of all p-dimensional hyper ats
and  are the regression oeÆ ients. In two- lass linear dis riminant
analysis, F onsists of all p-dimensional hyper ats and the  are the
values in the Mahalanobis-distan e rule.

The performan e of any model in F is assessed through a loss fun tion
L[f (x; ); y℄. This measures the deviation between the true value y and
a predi ted value f (x; ).
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For regression, standard loss fun tions in lude:
 absolute loss: L[f (x; ); y℄ = jf (x; ) yj
 squared error loss: L[f (x; ); y℄ = [f (x; ) y℄ .
2

For binary lassi ation with y 2 f 1; 1g, a standard loss:
 L[f (x; ℄; y) = I [ yf (x; ) > 0℄.
This last is an indi ator fun tion that is 1 i the sign of y is di erent
from the sign of f (x; ).

Assume that the joint distribution of future values of (Y; X ) is P (y; x).
Then the risk, or expe ted loss in a future predi tion, is
R() =

Z

IR

p

IR

L[f (x; ); y℄ dP (y; x):

But this annot be al ulated without knowing P (y; x).
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So people use the training sample to al ulate the empiri
n
X
1
R () =
L[f (x ; ); y ℄:
e

n

i

al risk:

i

i=1

We want to nd a bound on the risk su h that with high probability,
R()  Re () + B:

This shows how bad empiri al risk is at estimating true risk.

In the ontext of two- lass lassi ation, Vapnik (1995, Statisti al
Learning Theory, Wiley) showed that with probability q,
r

1
R()  Re () +
[v ln n v ln v ln(q=4)℄
n
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where v is a non-negative integer alled the Vapnik-C ervonenkis
(VC) dimension.
Note that the bound:
 does not depend on the P (y; x);
 assumes that the training sample is a random sample from P (y; x);
 is simple to ompute, if v is known.

The VC dimension depends upon the lass F . To start, we onsider only
the two- lass dis rimination problem, so f (x; ) 2 f 1; 1g.
A given set of n points an be labeled in 2n possible ways. If for any
su h labeling, there is a member of F that an orre tly assign those
labels, then we say that the set of points is shattered by F .
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The VC dimension for F is de ned as the maximum number of points
(i.e., training data) that an be shattered by the elements of F .

Note: If the VC dimension is v, then there exists at least one set of v

points that an be shattered. In general, it is not true that every set of v
points an be shattered.
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For two- lass linear dis riminant analysis in IRp, the VC dimension is
v = p + 1. The risk bound gets large as p in reases.
As the elements of F get more exible, the VC dimension should
in rease. But the situation is omplex. Consider F = ff (x; )g where
f (x; ) =

8
<
:
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1
1

if sin(x) > 0
if sin(x)  0:

Sele t the points fxi = 10 ig for i = 1; : : : ; n. Let yi be the label of xi.
The one an show that for any hoi e of labels,
"

 = 1+

n
X
i=1

1 (1 y )10i
i
2

#

gives the orre t lassi ation (Levin and Denker). So a one-parameter
family an have in nite VC dimension.
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Figure 7.5:

for

x 2

;

The solid

[0 1℄.

urve is the fun tion sin(50x)

The blue (solid) and green (hollow)

points illustrate how the asso iated indi ator fun tion

I (sin( x) >

an shatter (separate) an arbitrarily

0)

large number of points by
high frequen y

.

hoosing an appropriately

Consider the 1-nearest neighbor lassi er. This F has in nite v, sin e
any number of arbitrarily labeled points an be shattered. And the
empiri al risk is zero (unless two observations with opposite labels
oin ide). So in this ase the VC bound gives no useful information.
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Burges (1998; Data Mining and Knowledge Dis overy, 2, 121-167)
onsiders a \notebook" lassi er for a 50/50 mix of population types A
and B. The notebook has m pages; one writes down the labels of the rst
m training observations, for m < n. With all subsequent data, predi t
type A.
The empiri al risk (under standard lassi ation loss) for the rst m
values is 0; the empiri al risk for the next n m is 0.5. The true risk on
future samples is 0.5. And the VC dimension is v = m.

The VC-dimension approa h to bounding error grew up in the ontext
of support ve tor ma hines. So it is worth noting that for nonlinear
ma hines, the VC dimension is v = dim(H) + 1, where H is the
higher-dimensional spa e into whi h the data are mapped. (Re all
le ture 2.)
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Thus for some kernels, the VC dimension is in nite. To see this in the
ase the radial basis fun tion kernel, note that one an shatter a set
of points by putting a small normal distribution on top of ea h, and
labeling it as needed. (This is like the 1-nearest-neighbor lassi er.)
Nonetheless, SVMs peform very well. A good hoi e of kernel enables
parsimonious solutions.

Similarly to lassi ation, one an nd a VC-bound on the risk in
regression:
Re ()
p
R() 
(1
Æ)
where


a
bn
q
Æ = v + v ln
ln
:
n
v
4
+
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As before, the probability that this bound holds is 1 q.

The bound was developed by Cherkassky and Mulier (1998; Learning
From Data, 108-11). One an tune the onstants a; b; to the appli ation.
Cherkassky and Mulier re ommend taking a = b = = 1 for regression
appli ations.
The bound tends to be loose.

To use the VC dimension v for regression problems, one needs to extend
its de nition from lasses of dyadi (i.e., +1/-1) fun tions F to lasses of
real-valued fun tions.
The strategy is to take any lass of real-valued fun tions ff (x; )g and
reate a set of dyadi fun tions
45

fy (x; )

8
<
:

1
1

if f (x; )
if f (x; )

y>0
y0

where y is in the range R of f . The VC-dimension vy for ffy (x; )g is
now de ned in the same way as before.
The VC dimension for the regression lass F is v = supR fvy g.

A neural network is des ribed by a dire ted a y li graph G(V; E ), where
V is the set of nodes and E are edges that de ne the ar hite ture.
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The VC dimension of a neural network is bounded as follows
(Shalev-Shwartz and Ben David, p. 234-235):
 If the a tivation fun tions are the sign fun tion then the VC
dimension is at most O(jE j  ln(jE j)).
 If the a tivation fun tions are sigmoids, then the VC dimension is at
least (jE j ) and at most O(jE j jV j ).
 If the weights ome from a nite set (e.g., quantization, or numbers
represented by at most 32 bits in a omputer), then, for both
a tivation fun tions, the VC dimension is at most O(jE j).
(f (n)) means that for n suÆ iently large, the VC dimension is at least
kf (n) for some onstant k.
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